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MEETING DATE: THURSDAY, JUNE 18, 2020, AT 7:15 P.M. 
 

Pursuant to Governor Baker’s March 12, 2020, Order Suspending Certain Provisions of the Open Meeting Law, 

G.L. c. 30A, §18, and the Governor’s March 15, 2020, Order imposing strict limitation on the number of people 

that may gather in one place, this meeting of the Haverhill Conservation Commission was conducted via remote 

participation. Specific information and the general guidelines for remote participation by members of the public 

and/or parties with a right and/or requirement to attend this meeting were posted on the Commission’s website. 

For this meeting, members of the public who wished to virtually attend the meeting did so by creating an 

account at www.zoom.us and “joining” the meeting at the following URL: https://zoom.us/j/81072323380 

(Password: 509461).  No in-person attendance of members of the public was permitted, but every effort was 

made to ensure that the public could adequately access the proceedings in real time, via these technological 

means. 
 

Chairperson Harmony Wilson called the meeting to order under the Wetlands Protection Act, M.G.L. Chapter 

131, Sec. 40 and City of Haverhill Ordinance Chapter 253. 
 

Present:  Chairperson Harmony Wilson (HW), Vice-Chairperson Ralph Basiliere (RB), Clerk Tom Wylie, 

Ed.D. (TW), Phil LaCroix (PL), and Neil Frasca, PG (NF) 

Absent: Joe DiPietro (JD) and Fred Clark, RLA (FC) 

Also Present: Robert E. Moore, Jr., Environmental Health Technician (RM) 
 

PUBLIC HEARINGS 

1. REQUEST FOR DETERMINATION OF APPLICABILITY  

None Scheduled 
 

2. NOTICE OF INTENT 

2.1. #33-1479 Antonio Viola for Broadway (Parcel ID: 539-439-18) Verification of the validity of 

delineated wetland resource area boundaries 

Plans and Documents: 

 Staff Meeting Notes, 6.18.2020 

 ANRAD Application Materials, received 5.25.2020 (MES) 

 ANRAD Delineation Plan, dated 5.13.2020 (MES), revised 6.18.20 

 Delineation Peer Review Letter, dated 6.18.2020 (Rimmer) 

Summary:  HW called the item.  Steve Stapinski (SS) from Merrimack Engineering Services was in 

attendance to present the application on behalf of the applicant.  SS noted the applicant’s consultant, Steve 

Eriksen (SE) from Norse Environmental, has walked the site with the City’s peer reviewer, Mary Rimmer 

(MR) from Rimmer Environmental Consulting, and the changes made as a result of the site walk were 

added to the revised plan that was submitted earlier today.  PL began having technical difficulties.  HW 

asked SS to continue with his presentation.  SS acknowledged there are differing opinions between SE, MR, 

and RM over the locations of riverfront area and floodplain.  SS believes that in any case, he would not be 

impacting either.  SS suggested the Commission consider issuing an ORAD approving the revised BVW 

delineation, but make no finding on riverfront area or floodplain except to acknowledge the boundaries of 

each are 50’ into the wetland.  HW asked if there was anyone else in attendance wishing to speak on this 

matter.  RM noted there were abutters on the call - Bob and Joanne Blacker from 5 Kristine Lane.  HW 
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asked if they wished to comment on the matter.  Mrs. Blacker noted they simply wanted to listen in on the 

discussion.  There were no other parties wishing to speak on the matter.  HW read the comments and 

recommendations from the Staff Meeting Notes.  HW requested discussion from the Commissioners on the 

two recommendations offered in the Notes.  TW asked RM to elaborate on the nature of the abutter calls 

received by the office.  TW offered his opinion that the first option, the suspension of this item until the end 

of the emergency to allow for full, in-person participation by the public, be considered.  NF concurred.  RB 

concurred.  SS asked to speak.  SS offered the opinion that the applicant shouldn’t be penalized; abutters 

were notified of the hearing and had time to learn how to participate.  SS returned to the differing opinions 

on the boundaries of floodplain and riverfront area, again suggesting issuance of an ORAD that defers 

judgement on these two resource areas.  RB requested RM elaborate on his two recommendation options, 

which he did.  RM offered no opinion on which recommendation would be preferred, noting each as 

acceptable.  SS offered a three-week continuance for consideration.  This would allow time for SE to 

address the riverfront delineation with MR and RM.  SS stated he would also review the past hydrology 

study mentioned by RM for an area of West Meadow Brook below this site.  HW requested comments from 

Commissioners on a possible continuance.  RB found this to be reasonable.  NF concurred.  TW concurred, 

with the understanding the applicant would focus on the uncertainties of the noted delineation issues.  HW 

requested a motion.  Note: PL’s technical difficulties continued, eventually leading to his leaving the 

meeting during this hearing. 

Actions: RB motioned to continue this item to the July 9, 2020, agenda.  TW seconded.  TW called role.  

RB-yea; TW-yea; PL-absent; JD-absent; NF-yea; FC-absent; HW-yea.  Motion passed 4-0-3. 
 

2.2. #33-NOI City of Haverhill for Rail Trail Corridor off So Main, Ferry, Railroad, & So Prospect 

Streets (Parcel IDs: 700-628-1A, 700-630-2 & 2A, 700-630-1 & 3, 709-674-1) Construction of Phase 2 

of the Mayor James J. Fiorentini Bradford Rail Trail 

Plans and Documents: 

 Staff Meeting Notes, 6.18.2020 

 Notice of Intent Application, 6.3.2020 (LEC) 

 Notice of Intent Site Plan Set, 6.2.2020 (Stantec), revised 6.17.20 (43 Sheets) 

 Letter of Notice of Intent Acknowledgment, 6.1.2020 (NGrid) 

 NHESP Review Letter (File 07-21525), 6.15.2020 

Summary:  HW called the item.  Andrea Kendall (AK) from LEC Environmental Consultants and Brandon 

Rayno (BR) and Joe Rubino (JR) from Stantec were in attendance to present this project and answer 

questions.  The screen was shared with AK to allow her to display the site plans for all attendees to view and 

to walk everyone through the project.  Following the presentation, HW asked for questions and comments 

from commissioners.  RB, TW, and NF all offered their support for the project.  HW asked if there were any 

other comments.  BR addressed an earlier comment from RB by stating that the tell-tale that remains on this 

site is in excellent condition; it will be preserved as part of the project and educational signage will be 

installed to explain its historic usage.  HW read the comments and recommendations from the Staff Meeting 

Notes and requested a motion. 

Actions: RB motioned to issue an OOC approving this project with conditions consistent with those applied 

to Phase 1.  Included shall be the standard condition requiring the Applicant to obtain a Certificate of 

Compliance for the previous OOC.  TW seconded.  TW called role.  RB-yea; TW-yea; PL-absent; JD-

absent; NF-yea; FC-absent; HW-yea.  Motion passed 4-0-3. 
 

3. REQUEST TO AMEND A FINAL ORDER OF CONDITIONS  

None Scheduled 
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OTHER BUSINESS (NON-HEARING ITEMS) 

4. EXTENSIONS AND CERTIFICATES 

4.1. Certificate - #33-1402 Dana Fields for 23 South River Street 

Summary: HW called the item and read the comments and recommendations from the Staff Meeting Notes.  

HW asked if anyone in attendance wished to speak on this matter; there were none.  HW requested a 

motion.   

Action: TW motioned to issue a Complete Certification with the inclusion of Conditions #67-80 as Ongoing 

Conditions.  RB seconded.  TW called role.  RB-yea; TW-yea; PL-absent; JD-absent; NF-yea; FC-absent; 

HW-yea.  Motion passed 4-0-3. 
 

4.2. Certificate - #33-0154 Paul Magliocchetti, Esq. for 15 Yellow Brick Road 

Summary: HW called the item and read the comments and recommendations from the Staff Meeting Notes.  

HW asked if anyone in attendance wished to speak.  Attorney Paul Magliocchetti noted he filed the 

applications under items #4.2 and 4.3 to clean up these permits for the noted property.  He was in attendance 

to answer any questions that commissioners might have. 

Action: RB motioned to issue a Complete Certification with the inclusion of Condition #4, pertaining to 

drainage system maintenance, as an Ongoing Condition.  NF seconded.  TW called role.  RB-yea; TW-yea; 

PL-absent; JD-absent; NF-yea; FC-absent; HW-yea.  Motion passed 4-0-3. 
 

4.3. Certificate - Recorded Negative Determination - Paul Magliocchetti, Esq. for 15 Yellow Brick Rd 

Summary: HW called the item and read the comments and recommendations from the Staff Meeting Notes.  

HW asked for questions and comments.  Hearing none, she requested a motion.   

Action: RB motioned to issue a Complete Certification, with the language of the COC Form 8B being 

modified to reflect the Determination as opposed to an Order of Conditions.  NF seconded.  TW called role.  

RB-yea; TW-yea; PL-absent; JD-absent; NF-yea; FC-absent; HW-yea.  Motion passed 4-0-3. 
 

4.4. Extension - #33-1051 Armenian Church at Hye Pointe for 1280 Boston Road 

Summary: HW called the item and read the comments and recommendations from the Staff Meeting Notes.  

HW asked if anyone was in attendance for the item.  Robert Serabian (RS) attended the meeting to represent 

the church in this request.  RS made brief comments to update the Commission on the status of the project.  

RB asked for clarification on the timeframe of the extension.  There was brief discussion.  RM noted 

Commission records show a current expiration date of September 18, 2021. 

Action: RB motioned to issue an Extension Permit establishing a new expiration date for this OOC of 

September 18, 2023.  NF seconded.  TW called role.  RB-yea; TW-yea; PL-absent; JD-absent; NF-yea; FC-

absent; HW-yea.  Motion passed 4-0-3. 
 

4.5. Certificate -#33-1427 O4M Development, LLC for 7-9 & 11-13 Ordway Av and 492 Groveland St 

Summary: HW called the item and read the comments and recommendations from the Staff Meeting Notes.  

HW asked if anyone was in attendance for the item.  Hearing none, she requested a motion.   

Action: RB motioned to issue a Complete Certification with the inclusion of Conditions #70-83 as Ongoing 

Conditions.  NF seconded.  TW called role.  RB-yea; TW-yea; PL-absent; JD-absent; NF-yea; FC-absent; 

HW-yea.  Motion passed 4-0-3. 
 

4.6. Certificate - #33-0739 Russell F Ahern for Ahern Circle 

Summary: HW called the item and read the comments and recommendations from the Staff Meeting Notes.  

HW asked if anyone was in attendance for the item.  Hearing none, she requested a motion.       
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Action: RB motioned to issue a Complete Certification with the inclusion of Conditions 14, 15, & 16b as 

Ongoing Conditions.  NF seconded.  TW called role.  RB-yea; TW-yea; PL-absent; JD-absent; NF-yea; FC-

absent; HW-yea.  Motion passed 4-0-3. 
 

5. ENFORCEMENT 

None Scheduled 

6. PLANNING DEPARTMENT BUSINESS 

None Scheduled 

7. MISCELLANEOUS 

7.1. Discussion of Request for Determination of Applicability filing requirements 

Summary: HW called the item and read the comments from the Staff Meeting Notes.   

Action: RB motioned to continue this item to July 9
th

.  NF seconded.  TW called role.  RB-yea; TW-yea; 

PL-absent; JD-absent; NF-yea; FC-absent; HW-yea.  Motion passed 4-0-3. 
 

7.2. Discussion of Zoning Ordinance updates proposed by the City 

Summary: HW called the item and read the comments from the Staff Meeting Notes.  HW offered her 

opinion that another off-night meeting would work.  TW and RB concurred.  RM was asked to solicit 

everyone’s availability for scheduling.   

Action: RB motioned to schedule an off-night meeting to discuss scenic roads and street trees.  NF 

seconded.  TW called role.  RB-yea; TW-yea; PL-absent; JD-absent; NF-yea; FC-absent; HW-yea.  Motion 

passed 4-0-3. 
 

8. ACCEPTANCE OF MINUTES 

None Scheduled 

9. ADJOURN – 8:47 P.M. 

  


